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Base Scenario: Capital and Life Safety Improvements Only

Under this scenario, all the identified Capital and Life Safety Improvements would be conducted 
at the existing Early Learning Center. This scenario would not enable the District to consolidate 
the Early Learning Program at one location.  Capital and Life Safety Improvements include work 
such as; (list major items from cap improvements)

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee questioned the value of investing $5.2MM in to a building that did not 
adequately address the required program spaces, and the quality of the current 
learning environment.  The off-site programs cannot be consolidated and will need to 
remain in their current locations. This scenario does not address parking, traffic flow, 
requested site improvements, future program changes, or growth in the programs 
offered.

The committee does not recommend this Scenario.
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Scenario A:  Renovate and Expand the Early Learning Center

Under this scenario, the existing Early Learning Center facility would be renewed within its 
existing footprint and an addition to house the program shortage would be constructed.  All the 
Capital and Life Safety Improvements will be addressed.

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee valued the benefits of this scenario because it incorporates an addition to 
house some of the current program shortages and includes extensive renovation of the 
existing facility to address the quality of the learning environment. Parking and play areas 
are relocated south and an off-street bus drive is incorporated along Hazelton to allow 
for improved traffic flow and separation of busses and cars.  This scenario also creates a 
secure outdoor play and learning environment and improves student safety.

The committee expressed concerns since construction is planned to be phased over 
multiple summers and may require the installation of temporary classrooms to house 
students and staff. Of the sixteen required classrooms, twelve will remain within the 
existing building.  These existing classrooms will remain undersized and without adjacent 
toilet rooms and integrated therapy spaces as planned for the four new classrooms.

The committee recommends further investigation of this Scenario.
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Scenario A.1:  Renovate and Expand the Early Learning Center

Under this scenario, the existing Early Learning Center facility would be renewed within its footprint 
for student, staff and parent support spaces and an addition to house the majority of the student 
specific programs and classrooms would be constructed.  Existing spaces not required for the Early 
Learning Program can be re-purposed for other District needs.  All the Capital and Life Safety 
Improvements will be addressed.

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee valued the benefits of this scenario because it incorporates an addition to 
house all the direct instruction spaces utilized by students to improve the quality and equity of 
the learning environment.  All the current program shortages are addressed and includes 
extensive renovation of therapy and support spaces programmed to be within the existing 
facility. Parking and play areas are relocated south and an off- street bus drive is incorporated 
along Hazelton to allow for improved traffic flow and separation of busses and cars.  This 
scenario also creates a secure outdoor play and learning environment and improves student 
safety.  Students and staff will not need to be housed in temporary facilities as planned under 
Scenario A.  The District also gains the ability to relocate current support staff and district 
storage.  This may allow the district to vacate the Woodland site.  

The committee expressed concerns since construction is planned to be phased over multiple 
summers.  While this scenario allows for future District needs, it is a significantly larger 
upfront investment. 

The committee recommends further investigation of this Scenario
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Scenario B:  Intergovernmental Property Plan

Under this Scenario, the Early Learning Center would be constructed as an addition to Monroe Middle 
School.  An intergovernmental agreement would be reached to allow a transfer of property as required 
for the construction of the addition.

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee valued the benefits of this scenario because it consolidates the early learning 
programs in one location.  All the current program shortages are addressed and the site will 
accommodate future expansion. Off-street parking, parent drop-off and an off-street bus drive allow 
for appropriate traffic flow and separation of busses and cars.  This scenario also creates a secure 
outdoor play and learning environment and improves student safety.  The connection to the Middle 
School provides the opportunity for shared programs and resources. The construction time line is 
reduced from 24 months to 16 months and allows the current ELC program to remain in operation 
throughout the construction phase. The reduced construction phase, results in a more cost-effective 
solution.  Depending on the extent of the property transfer, the District maintains the ability to 
relocate current support staff and district storage to the existing Jefferson site once construction is 
complete. This scenario may allow the district to vacate the Woodland site. An added benefit is the 
open space at the Jefferson site will be owned by the Park District which creates a long-term benefit 
for the neighborhood and community.  

The committee recommends further investigation of this Scenario.
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Scenario C:  Early Learning Center Addition at an Existing District School

Under this scenario, the Early Learning Center would be constructed as an addition to an existing 
elementary school.  An analysis was completed, and Sandburg and Whittier were identified as the most 
viable options.  The District could also choose to repurpose or sell the existing Jefferson site.

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee valued the benefits of this scenario because it incorporates an addition to house the 
entire early learning program in one location.  All the current program shortages are addressed.  
This scenario also creates a secure outdoor play and learning environment and improves student 
safety.  The connection to an Elementary School provides the opportunity for shared programs 
and resources. The construction time line is reduced from 24 months to 16 months and allows the 
current ELC program to remain in operation throughout the construction phase. The reduced 
construction phase, results in a more cost-effective solution. The District maintains the ability to 
relocate current support staff and district storage to the existing Jefferson site once construction 
is complete. This scenario may allow the district to vacate the Woodland site or sell the Jefferson 
property.  Based on its location and size it may be a marketable for future development.  
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Scenario C:  Early Learning Center Addition at an Existing District School

The committee expressed concerns related to limited future expansion at either the Sandburg or 
Whittier sites.  Off-street parking, while provided, is undersized for the needs of the ELC. Bus and car 
drop-off separation is not adequately addressed due to the existing site constraints. The additions 
will eliminate play fields currently being utilized by the adjacent elementary school for outdoor 
learning programs and physical education.  Additional traffic and the ELC schedule will negatively 
impact the existing elementary school sites.  Accommodation of storm water will also be a 
challenge especially at Whittier where the addition will require relocation of the existing storm water 
storage.  Each site may require zoning variances related lot coverage, parking and landscaping.

The committee does not recommend this Scenario.
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Scenario C.1:  Early Learning Center Additions at an Existing District School (North and South Campus)

Under this scenario, the Early Learning Center would be constructed as an addition to two District 
schools.  The program would be located as a north and south campus. An analysis was completed, and 
Sandburg and Whittier were identified as the most viable options.  The District could also choose to 
repurpose or sell the existing Jefferson site.

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee valued this scenario because it creates a smaller new building footprint the on the 
existing elementary school sites and provides early learning space at two locations in the District.  All 
the current program shortages are addressed.  This scenario also creates a secure outdoor play and 
learning environment and improves student safety.  The connection to an Elementary School 
provides the opportunity for shared programs and resources. The construction time line is reduced 
from 24 months to 16 months and allows the current ELC program to remain in operation throughout 
the construction phase. The District maintains the ability to relocate current support staff and district 
storage to the existing Jefferson site once construction is complete. This scenario may allow the 
district to vacate the Woodland site or sell the Jefferson property.  Based on its location and size it 
may be a marketable for future development.  
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Scenario C.1:  Early Learning Center Additions at an Existing District School (North and South Campus)

The committee expressed concerns related to the duplication of administrative and support spaces.  
This scenario may increase administrative costs on an annual basis. Off-street parking, while 
provided, is undersized for the needs of the ELC. Bus and car drop-off separation is not adequately 
addressed due to the existing site constraints. The additions will eliminate play fields currently being 
utilized by the adjacent elementary school for outdoor learning programs and physical education.  
Additional traffic and the ELC schedule will negatively impact the existing elementary school sites.  
Accommodation of storm water will also be a challenge especially at Whittier where the addition will 
require relocation of the existing storm water storage.  Each site may require zoning variances related 
lot coverage, parking and landscaping.  This scenario carries the highest estimated cost due to the 
duplication of space, general conditions and site development.

The committee does not recommend this Scenario
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Scenario D:  Early Learning Center at an Existing District School

Under this scenario, the Early Learning Center would be relocated to an existing Elementary School. The 
facility would be renovated and repurposed to accommodate the Early Learning Program.  Elementary 
attendance boundaries would be modified to relocate students at the existing school to other elementary 
buildings.  The District could also choose to repurpose or sell the existing Jefferson Site.  This scenario 
would also likely require additions at several facilities to accommodate the additional students.

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee recognized that this scenario avoids the need for construction of a new early learning 
center. This scenario may reduce administrative costs on an annual basis. 

The committee expressed concerns related to renovation of an existing elementary school for early 
learning use.  They also recognized that remapping elementary attendance boundaries may create 
the need for small classroom additions at multiple sites. Specific sites were not analyzed but would 
need to accommodate the ELC program, outdoor learning and storm water improvements.   Specific 
solutions were not identified thus, costs for this scenario were not considered.

The committee does not recommend this Scenario.
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Scenario E:  Early Learning Center at Hubble Middle School

Under this scenario, the Early Learning Center would be relocated to Hubble Middle School.  Existing 

available classrooms would be renovated and repurposed to accommodate the Early Learning 

Program. An addition to house the program shortage would be required.   The District could also 

choose to repurpose or sell the existing Jefferson Site. 

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee discussed the recent Middle School Utilization report which stated the potential 

for six available spaces. If two of the six spaces are reserved to accommodate future population 

fluctuations, 4 rooms may be available.  If these spaces could be utilized for early learning, 12 

additional classrooms, administrative and support spaces would need to be constructed. 

Parking, bus and outdoor learning spaces would need to be accommodated.
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Scenario E:  Early Learning Center at Hubble Middle School

The committee expressed concerns related to an addition at this site. The District obtained Zoning 

approval through a Special Use Permit from the City of Warrenville for construction of a middle 

school.  Storm water, lot coverage, setbacks, parking, and landscaping were all elements presented to 

and approved by the City as part of the permitting process.  Storm water for the Hubble site is stored 

in the easement on the property owned by BP.  The easement agreement with BP stipulated that all 

available storm water capacity in the detention basin be reserved for future development of their 

property to the south.  The multiple levels and topography of the Hubble site create challenges for 

early learners who need to be housed at the level of egress. Initial studies have shown that the 

topography and available site for potential construction will not accommodate a contiguous single 

story solution. Concerns were raised about maximizing all the available spaces at the Hubble site. 

Discussion followed regarding future residential developments that may increase student population 

on the south side of the District.  Based on the above issues, not enough information is available at 

this time to develop a specific cost for this solution.

The committee does not recommend this Scenario.
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ECC Test Fit – Hubble Middle School Site
We have studied the feasibility of adding the ECC program currently located at Jefferson Early 
Childhood Center to the current Hubble Middle School site.  We understand that five classroom 
spaces could be available for ECC use.  Our process included analyzing the existing site to 
determine potential area for expansion, review of the available parking, current traffic patterns, 
and the development of a conceptual space diagram to test the size and layout of the proposed 
addition.

Site SummarySite SummarySite SummarySite Summary
Site Area:  18 acres + 4 acre naturalized storm water detention basin located south of the site. 

The south portion of the site is comprised of the school, main parking lot and a small outdoor 
play area to the west. A ring road wraps the entire facility and serves as both a required fire 
loop as well as bus loading at the end of the school day. The storm water acreage was 
provided as part of an easement agreement with BP and was oversized to accommodate future 
growth for BP use. The north portion of the site is comprised of a permeable paver overflow 
parking lot, entry/ access road, storage building and secondary drop off/ public park and the 
primary play fields for the school. Hubble Middle School was designed to meet LEED for 
Schools 2007 requirements and achieved a LEED Gold Certification from the US Green 
Building Council. The District obtained a Special Use Permit to construct the school from the 
City of Warrenville.

Understanding that 5 rooms in the current facility could be made available to house Early 
Childhood Program, we would select rooms on the lower level of the existing classroom wing.

The current proposed Jefferson ECC Program at 16 classrooms is approximately 45,000sf and 
depending on configuration, will require a single level footprint of approximately 73,000sf.  
This does not include areas for playgrounds, parking or future expansion.
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Area 1

Area 2

Area 3 

Area 2: North Area 2: North Area 2: North Area 2: North Parking Parking Parking Parking Lot Lot Lot Lot 
Approximately 38,000sf
• Required overflow parking.
• Permeable pavers contribute to several 

LEED points including; school as a 
teaching tool, water quality and 
quantity and open space.  

• Required as part of Special Use Permit.
• Area is remote from the school.

Area 3:  Ball Fields
Approximately 100,000sf
• Primary Play Fields for the Middle 

School.
• Area contributes to LEED Certification 

related to open space (40%).
• Area could accommodate building 

program but is remote from the school.

Area 1: Public Playground
Approximately 10,000sf
• Joint venture between City and 

District.
• Required overflow parking and 

remote student drop-off .

ECC Test Fit – Hubble Middle School Site
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ECC Test Fit – Hubble Middle School Site

Area 2

Area 3 

Area 4: Main Parking LotArea 4: Main Parking LotArea 4: Main Parking LotArea 4: Main Parking Lot
Approximately 39,000sf
• Required daily parking for the Middle 

School Staff and Visitors.
• Loop road provides drop-off at the 

front of the school to separate car and 
bus traffic.

• Parking required as part of Special Use 
Permit.

• Area is not directly connected to the 
school. 

Areas 5:  Outdoor Teaching
Approximately 12,000sf
• Outdoor teaching area supporting the 

Middle School Program
• Area contributes to LEED Certification 

related to open space (40%)
• Construction in this area may block 

natural light and views currently 
available at the existing classrooms.

Area 4
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Area 6

Area 7
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Areas 6:  Green Space
Approximately 8,700sf
• General Green Space
• Area contributes to LEED Certification related to open space (40%)
• Construction in this area may block natural light and views currently 

available at the existing classrooms.

Naturalized Storm Water Detention Naturalized Storm Water Detention Naturalized Storm Water Detention Naturalized Storm Water Detention 
Basin in easement on BP PropertyBasin in easement on BP PropertyBasin in easement on BP PropertyBasin in easement on BP Property
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Area 3 

Area 7: Play FieldsArea 7: Play FieldsArea 7: Play FieldsArea 7: Play Fields
Approximately 22,000sf
• Area is directly west and adjacent to the existing classroom wing.
• Area serves as play field space for the Middle School.
• Area contributes to LEED Certification related to open space (40%)
• Area is not large enough to accommodate the required program space on one level.

Area 4

Area 5

Area 6

Area 7

DROP-OFF

BUS PICK-UP

PARENT DROP-

OFF

Naturalized Storm Water Detention Naturalized Storm Water Detention Naturalized Storm Water Detention Naturalized Storm Water Detention 
Basin in easement on BP PropertyBasin in easement on BP PropertyBasin in easement on BP PropertyBasin in easement on BP Property

ECC Test Fit – Hubble Middle School Site

Potential spaces available for ECC 
utilization.
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ECC Test Fit – Hubble Middle School Site

Area 7: Play FieldsArea 7: Play FieldsArea 7: Play FieldsArea 7: Play Fields
Approximately 22,000sf
• Proposed Construction Area will accommodate 

8 classrooms on a single level (total 13).  
• All program spaces cannot be accommodated 

on a single level.  Best practices for EC planning 
include maintaining programs at the exit level.

• Existing site topography  slopes to the north 
which will result in some classrooms being up to 
8 feet below grade.  This may limit natural light 
and views to these spaces.

• Connection to the lower level of existing school 
blocks egress from the courtyard.

• Classrooms in existing building do not have  
therapy and toilet facilities directly adjacent and 
existing toilet facilities would need to be 
renovated to accommodate 3-5 year old 
students.

Potential location for 
“walk to” fenced 
structured playground

Shared Bus/ Car Student Drop Off
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ECC Test Fit – Hubble Middle School Site
Conclusions:Conclusions:Conclusions:Conclusions:
The current proposed Jefferson ECC Program at 16 classrooms is approximately 
45,000sf and depending on configuration, will require a single level footprint of 
approximately 73,000sf.  This does not include areas for playgrounds, parking or future 
expansion.  Subtracting 5 classrooms would reduce the required area by approximately 
6,500sf resulting in a need for approximately 38,500sf.  This assumes that no additional 
Middle School Spaces would be available to be shared including; gymnasiums, play fields 
or administrative offices.  We have discovered several challenges to adding the ECC 
program to the existing Hubble Middle School Site.  An opportunity exists to capture five 
of the 16 required spaces within the existing building, and there is land adjacent to 
accommodate a maximum of 8 spaces on a single level.  If the goal is to house all 
students at the exit level, this site will not accommodate the full ECC program.  Additional 
study is required for parking and the timing of traffic flow.  Outdoor play spaces are not 
adjacent to the classrooms creating another challenge.  Security fencing for the ECC 
students may impact middle school student movement on the site.  The Special Use Permit 
issued by the City of Warrenville would need to be amended and may limit the size of the 
addition and may require additional parking and storm water storage be added to the 
site.

• The areas identified are not large enough and adjacent to the existing building to take 
advantage of the 5 available classrooms.

• An ECC Addition will require additional parking for visitors and staff. The current 
parking is utilized at a high rate and the site cannot accommodate additional parking.

• The bus drive and drop off areas are utilized at a high rate by the Middle School.  A 
traffic study is needed to determine if the pick-up and drop-off schedules can be 
coordinated to accommodate the ECC and Middle School Programs.

• An addition to the site will require additional storm water storage. The current overflow 
storage is granted to BP as part of the easement agreement. 

• Any new construction on this site will be subject to City of Warrenville zoning 
requirements and review of the current Special Use Permit.
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Scenario F:  New Early Learning Center at the Existing Site

Under this Scenario, the Early Learning Center would be constructed on the existing ELC Site as proposed 
in the November 2016 Referendum.

Facilities Committee Discussion:

The committee valued the benefits of this scenario because it consolidates the early learning 
programs in one location.  All the current program shortages are addressed and the site will 
accommodate future expansion. Off-street parking, parent drop-off and an off-street bus drive allow 
for appropriate traffic flow and separation of busses and cars.  This scenario also creates a secure 
outdoor play and learning environment and improves student safety.  The construction time line 
allows the current ELC program to remain in operation throughout the construction phase.  This 
solution also solves the needs for the early learning programs without any negative impact on other 
school sites.  

The committee recognized that the community has turned down two previous referendum 
questions created to address this scenario.   The cost identified for this option has been updated 
assuming an approval of a Spring 2018 referendum.  It was noted that it is important to continue 
to consider this solution for comparative purposes.     

The committee does not recommend this Scenario.
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